VectisDYOTM
Design Your Own Counterbalance Hinges
VectisDYOTM Counterbalance Hinges are spring loaded hinges intended to support specific lids or
other loads that rotate from a roughly horizontal closed position to a roughly vertical open position.
They are currently available in (4) sizes: V0200, V0600, V1200, and V1800. Each individual
VectisDYOTM Counterbalance Hinge is custom manufactured to provide specific counterbalancing
torque characteristics that are defined using the VectisDYOTM on-line design tool found at
http://www.vectiscounterbalance.com/vectis/ .
The VectisDYOTM on-line design process begins by entering 3 important parameters that define the
rotating lid or load you wish to counterbalance:
1. Lid Weight – the weight of the lid/load that rotates about the hinge axis.
2. Horizontal Distance – the horizontal distance between the center of gravity (center of mass)
of the rotating lid/load and the hinge pivot axis when the lid/load is in the closed position.
3. Vertical Distance – the vertical distance between the center of gravity (center of mass) of the
rotating lid/load and the hinge pivot axis when the lid/load is in the closed position. If the C.G
of your lid/load is below the hinge axis, Vertical Distance is negative (-).
These first 3 parameters define the gravity induced torque tending to close the lid at any
angle as it rotates from its closed (0 degree) to open (90 degree) position. If the C.G.
goes over center, the lid torque becomes negative (self opening). The lid torque is
represented by the black line on the graph.
Then enter…
4. Hinge model – make an initial selection of one of the (4) VectisDYOTM hinge models based on
torque required to begin opening your lid from the closed position. Torque ranges listed for
each hinge model are only approximations and refer to a single hinge. If two or more hinges
will be supporting your lid (load), multiply the listed torque range of each hinge by the number
of hinges supporting the lid or load to obtain the approximate load capacity of the hinge
system. If an acceptable torque curve match can not be obtained based on your initial
selection, try another hinge model or number of hinges.
5. Hinges Per Lid – the number of hinges used to counterbalance and support your lid/load
(typically 2, but 1 - 20 are possible).
6. Lid “open stop” Angle – a mechanical open angle limit can be permanently set anywhere
between 45 and 90 degrees when the counterbalance hinge is manufactured. For example:
specifying a Lid ”open stop” Angle of 60 means that the hinge can open from 0 degrees
(closed) to 60 degrees (full open) but can not rotate beyond 60 degrees. The ”open stop”
parameter can not be altered after the hinge is manufactured.
7. Variable “A” – controls proprietary geometry permanently cut into the internal linkage of a
VectisDYOTM spring loaded counterbalance hinge when it is manufactured. The effect of
adjusting Variable “A” can be seen in real time by viewing the orange spring torque curve on
the graph.
8. Variable “B” – controls additional proprietary geometry permanently cut into the internal
linkage of a VectisDYOTM spring loaded counterbalance hinge when it is manufactured. The
effect of adjusting Variable “B” can be seen in real time by viewing the orange spring torque
curve on the graph.
9. Spring setting – represents the spring adjustment that will be set at the factory. The possible
range of spring adjustment shown in the on-line design tool may change as Variable “A” and
Variable “B” are tweaked, so it is recommended that “Spring setting” should always be the final

adjustment made when using the design tool. Additional adjustment of the spring setting can
be made in the field, but never adjust the spring setting beyond the limits specified by the
design tool.
The orange “Spring Torque” curve on the graph represents the spring induced opening
torque provided by the VectisDYOTM counterbalance hinge. Spring induced opening
torque generally works in opposition to the gravity induced lid torque. At any point the
orange spring torque line is above the black lid torque line, the lid/load will tend to self
open. Where the black Lid Torque line is above the orange Spring Torque line, the
lid/load will tend to self close.
Go back and adjust any parameter in the online design tool as many times as
necessary to achieve the best solution. Finding the optimum spring torque curve for
your project is usually an iterative process.
The upper and lower light orange lines on the graph represent an approximation of a
friction band intentionally designed into the counterbalance hinge to help hold the
lid/load in a stationary position. Theoretically, wherever the black Lid Torque line is
within the band defined by the light orange lines, the lid/load will remain stationary until
outside force is applied to move it

10. When you are satisfied that the orange spring torque curve on the graph represents the
counterbalancing action you require, fill out the Save Project Parameters area of the online
VectisDYOTM form and click the “Save” button to register your design. You will receive a copy
of the parameters you have selected for this design via email and your project will be filed
securely in the VectisDYOTM database.
11. You may place a VectisDYOTM counterbalance hinge order for your registered design at any
time by email (vectis@weberknapp.com), phone (716.484.2111) or FAX (716.484.9142).
Prepayment by credit card, bank transfer, etc. is accepted. Open credit for larger or repeat
orders may be pre-arranged with credit approval.
Pricing and setup fees are available online at:
http://www.vectiscounterbalance.com/vectis-200-1800/

